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a b s t r a c t
Context: Multiple fault localization (MFL) is the act of identifying the locations of multiple faults (more than one
fault) in a faulty software program. This is known to be more complicated, tedious, and costly in comparison to
the traditional practice of presuming that a software contains a single fault. Due to the increasing interest in MFL
by the research community, a broad spectrum of MFL debugging approaches and solutions have been proposed
and developed.
Objective: The aim of this study is to systematically review existing research on MFL in the software fault localization (SFL) domain. This study also aims to identify, categorize, and synthesize relevant studies in the research
domain.
Method: Consequently, using an evidence-based systematic methodology, we identiﬁed 55 studies relevant to
four research questions. The methodology provides a systematic selection and evaluation process with rigorous
and repeatable evidence-based studies selection process.
Result: The result of the systematic review shows that research on MFL is gaining momentum with stable growth
in the last 5 years. Three prominent MFL debugging approaches were identiﬁed, i.e. One-bug-at-a-time debugging
approach (OBA), parallel debugging approach, and multiple-bug-at-a-time debugging approach (MBA), with OBA
debugging approach being utilized the most.
Conclusion: The study concludes with some identiﬁed research challenges and suggestions for future research.
Although MFL is becoming of grave concern, existing solutions in the ﬁeld are less mature. Studies utilizing real
faults in their experiments are scarce. Concrete solutions to reduce MFL debugging time and cost by adopting
an approach such as MBA debugging approach are also less, which require more attention from the research
community.

1. Introduction
Software plays an important role in our daily life. However, the increasing scale and complexity of software in the last decades has a major
challenge to its development and diagnosis [1]. Therefore, identifying
the exact locations of software faults with accuracy and speed is a continues challenge to software developers and researchers. Faults manifestation can be discovered in software due to erroneous behavior, however, ﬁnding and ﬁxing these faults is an entirely diﬀerent issue. Fault
localization focuses on the latter (ﬁnding the location of faults). When
a software program fails, this failure can be caused by many faults that
may reside in the program [2-4]. However, in the literature, various
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studies made a single fault assumption (a program failure is caused by a
single fault) [5-8]. Localization of multiple faults has proven to be more
diﬃcult, time-consuming, and costly due to the issue of fault interference that leads to the reduction in eﬀectiveness of the existing fault
localization techniques [9].
In the last 10 years, a signiﬁcant number of studies have been published to address the issue of multiple fault localization (MFL) by contributing new and diﬀerent solutions on ways to understand faults-tofailures relationships and localize the faults eﬀectively. Various review
and survey papers such as [10-16] have been published in software fault
localization (SFL) research domain. Wong et al. conducted a detail general survey in the SFL research domain [10]. Recently, Zakari et al. also
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Table 1
Research questions.
RQ #

Research question

Motivation

RQ1

What are the selected studies demographics and characteristics?

RQ2

What are the debugging approaches widely used to localize multiple faults?

RQ3

What are the datasets, datasets programming languages, and fault types
used in localizing multiple faults?

RQ4

What are the evaluation metrics used in multiple fault localization (MFL)?

To highlight the relevant publication channels, relevant publication
sources, the frequency of publication per year, and presents the
selected studies based on their Quality assessment scores.
To identify the widely used debugging approaches in localizing
multiple faults.
To highlights the current datasets that are widely used in the
localization of multiple faults. To provide the commonly used fault
types and the programming languages (with respect to datasets)
used by each study in the localization of multiple faults.
To highlights the most utilized evaluation metrics used in the
context of multiple faults.

published a systematic mapping study on SFL to primarily identify the
general trends and productivity in the SFL research domain [17]. However, looking at all the papers, there is no systematic literature review
(SLR) that speciﬁcally targets literature on addressing multiple fault localization. This SLR tempts to ﬁll this research gap by extensively identifying, categorizing, and synthesizing relevant studies in MFL research
domain.
In this paper, an evidence-based systematic methodology is used to
make sure all relevant studies relating to MFL in the last decade (2009
- 2018) are identiﬁed and retrieved. This methodology provides a systematic selection and evaluation process with rigorous and repeatable
evidence-based studies selection process. This SLR also presents results
based on the selected studies general demographics and characteristics, the MFL debugging approaches currently used in the literature, the
datasets used by selected studies, datasets programming languages, the
type of faults used (real or artiﬁcial faults), and the evaluation metrics
used in evaluating proposals on MFL research. The contributions of the
study are as follows:
• A comprehensive systematic review on multiple fault localization
(MFL).
• Analyzing and synthesizing existing works in this research domain.
• Identifying current research challenges and areas that lacks and
needs attention from the software research community in this domain.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlined the systematic
research methodology. Section 3 gives the detailed results of our ﬁndings in relation to the respective research questions. Section 4 provides
a discussion with regards to the results of the study. Lastly, the paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2. Research method
A Systematic literature review (SLR) is conducted solely to identify,
evaluate, interpret, and also report research related to a speciﬁc ﬁeld of
interest [18]. This SLR adopts an evidence-based searching and study
selection procedures to improve transparency. Therefore, a SLR must
be conducted with a rigorous search plan that is transparent, fair, and
unbiased. The search strategy or plan must ensure the completeness of
the search for assessment [19]. At the time of this report, there was no
systematic literature study that provided a rigorous review and analysis
of existing research on MFL [10-16]. Therefore, our main aim is to ﬁll
this research gap by conducting an SLR using Kitchenham’s methodology [20]. The existing systematic review process composed of various
steps that must be performed or conducted in a systematic and disciplined way, which includes developing a review protocol, conducting a
systematic review, analyzing the obtained results, reporting the results,
visualizing the results, and discussing the ﬁndings.

Table 2
Electronic databases.
Database ID

Database name

Link

ED1
ED2
ED3
ED4
ED5

ACM
IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Springer Link
Wiley

http://dl.acm.org/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
http://sciencedirect.com/
http://link.springer.com/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/

2.1. Research questions
The overall objective of this SLR is to gain insight into studies based
on MFL under the domain of SFL. In order to have a detailed view of this
topic, the SLR addresses four key research questions (RQs). These key
RQs will allow us to categorize and fully understand the current research
in MFL and to identify limitations and future research directions in the
ﬁeld. The key RQs are listed in Table 1.
2.2. Data sources
Table 2 highlights the ﬁve electronic databases adopted for this
study. These databases were considered as primary data sources for
retrieving potentially relevant studies. However, we excluded Google
Scholar due to low precision results and overlapping of results from
other data sources adopted in Table 2. Therefore, all relevant articles in
Google Scholar are already captured by the other sources.
2.3. Search terms
To adequately and eﬀectively search for relevant studies, relevant
search terms are crucial. Keele [18] has suggested population, intervention, comparison, and outcome (PICO) viewpoints in this regard. These
viewpoints have been broadly used by several SLRs and Systematic mapping studies [17, 21, 22]. The relevant terms for population, intervention, and outcome are as follows.
Population: Software, Program
Intervention: Fault, Bug, defect
Outcome: localization, diagnosis
On the basis of PICO structure, a generic Search string was constructed to maintain the consistency of search along multiple databases.
Therefore, to perform the automatic search in the electronic databases
(Table 2), the following Search string was utilized.
Generic: ((Software OR program) AND (fault OR bug OR defect)
AND (localize OR localization OR diagnosis Or diagnose))
The following search terms are based on key terms identiﬁed from
the SFL research domain which were also used in our former study [17].
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Fig. 1. Study selection procedure.

These search terms were deﬁned to search for relevant articles from the
selected electronic databases listed in Table 2. However, as diﬀerent
databases have diﬀerent interfaces for advanced search and command
search, this particular search string was used on the ﬁve databases.

2.4. Study selection procedure
The aim of the study selection process was to identify relevant articles that are most relevant to the objectives of this SLR study. Fig. 1
visualized the study selection procedure of our systematic review. The
process composed of three phases, each of which was achieved by a thorough consensus meeting between the respective researchers to ensure
more conﬁdence and minimal bias in the selection process. Therefore, if
the same article appeared in multiple sources, only one will be considered based on our search order. The ﬁrst author, the second author, and
the third author integrated the search results for diﬀerent searchers and
also undertook an initial screening of the 2617 articles found, based on
their title, abstract, and conclusion. For each article initially screened,
it was evaluated by two researchers to further decide whether if the article should be included. Therefore, articles that were judged diﬀerently
were discussed by the two researchers who carried out the evaluation of
articles until an agreement was found. The remaining researchers, the
fourth author and the ﬁfth author also partake in reviewing the ﬁnal
selected articles. This screening was to exclude studies that were obviously irrelevant, duplicate, or studies that did not address the issue of
multiple faults localization.

2.5. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
To answer the research questions in our SLR, inclusion (IC) and exclusion (EC) criteria were formulated and utilized to aid in selecting
potential studies from the data sources. These criteria were applied to
all the studies retrieved in the distinct phases of the study selection procedure (as shown in Fig. 1). For article search, the time period was set
from January 2009 to December 2018 (10 years period), to make sure
that only recent, up-to-date articles were included and also to retrieved
studies that were published in the last 10 years. Also, early cited articles
were included, provided the full text was available.
The IC and EC criteria employed in this SLR are listed in Table 3.
These criteria were applied to the 2nd and 3rd phases of the study selection procedure (Fig. 1). For the 2nd phase, the IC and EC criteria
were considered based on the articles’ title, abstracts, and conclusions.
Therefore, 109 out of 254 articles were ﬁltered through the 2nd phase.
For the 3rd phase, In order to increase conﬁdence on articles coverage,
a snowballing procedure was applied on 109 full-text articles assessed.
We conducted backward and forward snowballing. Firstly, in backward
snowballing, we go through article’s reference list and exclude articles
that do not fulﬁll our basic criteria. In forward snowballing, we analyzed our articles based on the articles’ citing the article being examined.
Therefore, each article citing a given article is examined. Hence, the inclusion and exclusion of articles were considered on the basis of the IC
and EC criteria in Table 3 and quality attributes in Section 2.6. Both criteria were applied simultaneously to the full texts of all the 109 articles.
Finally, 55 articles were selected for the ﬁnal list. Fig. 2 presents the pro-
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Table 3
Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
EC1
EC2
EC3
EC4
EC5
EC6
EC7

Peer-reviewed articles
Articles providing multiple fault localization (MFL) techniques/approaches in the context of software systems only
Articles providing techniques/approaches to enhance or support multiple fault localization (MFL).
Inclusion of articles that consider localizing faults on multiple-fault programs
Inclusion of articles published in the last ten years only (2009–2018)
Exclusion Criteria
Studies other than the English language
Fault localization techniques in the context other than software systems
Articles that exclusively consider localization on single-fault programs
Studies on software fault prediction
Articles providing unclear results and ﬁndings
Articles with no validation of proposed techniques/approaches
Validation through expert opinion

5) QC5: There are minimal biases in the study. The potential answers
were “Yes (+1)” and “No (+0)”.
6) QC6: The study has been published in a recognized and stable publication source. To answer this question, we considered the computer
science conference ranking (CORE) [23] (A, B, and C), and Journal
Citation Reports (JCR) lists.
Therefore, the potential answers were as follow:
• Conferences, workshops, and symposium:
○ (+1.5) if ranked CORE A,
○ (+1) if ranked CORE B,
○ (+0.5) if ranked CORE C,
○ (+0) if not in CORE ranking.
• Journals:
○ (+2) if ranked Q1,
○ (+1.5) if ranked Q2,
○ (+1) if ranked Q3 or Q4,
○ (+0) if it has no JCR ranking.
• Others; (+0).
Fig. 2. The proportion of selected studies.

portion with respect to the initial number of articles in correspondence
to the ﬁnal selected articles from each electronic data source listed in
Table 2.
2.6. Quality assessment criteria
Quality assessment (QA) is vital in every SLR. Hence, the QA process
was performed during the 3rd phase of the study selection process. The
inclusion/exclusion with QA criteria was applied to the articles ﬁltered
in the 2nd phase of the study selection. 109 articles were received by
the researchers in the 3rd phase where each article was scrutinized by
the researchers to remove bias.
Therefore, a questionnaire was designed to assess the quality of the
selected articles. The process in which this questionnaire was formulated
was inspired by a previous systematic study [21].
1) QC1: The study provides a contribution towards how multiple faults
can be localized eﬀectively. The potential answers were “Yes (+1)”,
“Partially (+0.5)”, and “No (+0)”.
2) QC2: The goals and objectives of the study are clearly deﬁned. The
potential answer was “Yes (+1)”, “Partially (+0.5)”, and “No (+0)”.
3) QC3: The study presents empirical results with rigorous evaluation.
The potential answers were “Yes (+1)”, “Partially (+0.5)”, and “No
(+0)”.
4) QC4: Contribution and limitation are clearly stated. The potential
answers were “Yes (+1)” and “No (+0)”.

The score for the quality criterion in (QC6) shows the obvious fact
that journals carry more weight than Conferences, Workshops, and Symposiums due to the fact that the likelihood of publishing a work in Q1 or
Q2 journal may be diﬃcult than other publication channels. Therefore,
a scale of 1–7 served as the ﬁnal quality score for a given article.
2.7. Data extraction
The selected articles after the 2nd phase of the study selection procedure were analyzed by the review team. The full text of each article was
analyzed by at least two researchers. Therefore, important information
was extracted to a predeﬁned data extraction form. The form composed
of the following list of items.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title
Publication venue
Publication year
Type of solution proposed
Debugging approach utilized
Research type method (solution paper, evaluation paper, experience
paper, validation paper, others)
Dataset used
Programming language of the dataset used
Fault type (artiﬁcial faults or real faults)
Evaluation metric utilized

3. Results
In this section, the results of the study with respect to the individual
research questions (RQs) are presented.
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Table 4
Overview of selected studies.
Identiﬁer

Study reference

Publication year

Publication channel

Citation count

Research type

SFL technique

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S47
S48
S49
S50
S51
S52
S53
S54
S55

[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[2]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[9]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[7]
[74]
[75]

2013
2014
2016
2011
2010
2016
2015
2016
2018
2018
2017
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015
2016
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2011
2009
2009
2013
2013
2012
2009
2009
2017
2013
2014
2014
2011
2018
2016
2009
2015
2017
2014
2018
2018
2018
2017
2014
2012
2012
2014
2017

Conference
Conference
Conference
Symposium
Conference
Conference
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Symposium
Conference
Symposium
Symposium
Symposium
Conference
Conference
Symposium
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Conference
Conference
Workshop
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

4
11
20
82
12
1
24
16
3
2
11
6
1
2
6
12
8
5
5
6
8
23
2
9
2
10
0
32
55
241
16
1
28
26
15
15
20
24
4
27
2
9
13
0
5
65
1
1
1
5
106
59
79
8
10

Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Experience paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Evaluation paper
Evaluation paper
Validation paper
Solution paper
Evaluation paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Evaluation paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Experience paper
Evaluation paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper
Solution paper

Statistical-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Hybrid
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Misc.
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Hybrid
Misc.
Misc.
Program state-based
Slicing-based
Statistical-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Statistical-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Data mining-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Hybrid
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Hybrid
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Hybrid
Spectrum-based
Statistical-based
Spectrum-based
Statistical-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Spectrum-based
Misc.
Statistical-based
Spectrum-based
Statistical-based
Machine learning-based
Statistical-based
Statistical-based

3.1. RQ1. What are the selected studies demographics and characteristics?
Out of the 109 studies rigorously investigated based on all the criteria, 55 articles were discarded and 54 were selected as the ﬁnal studies.
The 55 articles were analyzed deeply in order to answer all the RQs outlined in Section 2.1. Table 4 presents the list of the selected studies with
details.
3.1.1. Publication over time
Fig. 3 gives the number of papers published with respect to each
year from 2009–18. Throughout the years, researchers in the ﬁeld of
SFL have shown some attention in the study of multiple faults. Looking
at Fig. 3, 2010 was the less active year where only one paper was published (S5). Therefore, all the high-ranking CORE Conferences, Workshops, and Symposiums have not published any work related to MFL

this year. The single article published in 2010 (S5) was presented in the
International Conference on Predictive Modes in Software Engineering
(PROMISE). However, the spike of other sources from 2013 to 2018 is
explained by the fact that on the previous years (2009 and 2011), there
were articles published to study the eﬀect of multiple faults in a program under test with respect to the faults interaction and the eﬀect it
has on localization eﬀectiveness [27, 50, 51]. Hence, these years also
witnessed the publication of respective articles that reignite the interest in MFL research [7, 54, 61]. The reader will also observe that in
2017 and 2018, there are few papers published in comparison to 2016.
That could be explained by the fact that some of the most popular Conferences, Symposiums, and Journals have not produced papers in these
years. Conferences and Symposiums like International Symposium on
Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE) and International Conference
on Automated Software Engineering (ASE) have no papers in these years
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Fig. 3. Number of articles published per year.

(2017 and 2018). In totality, despite some decrease in publication in
some years, the research activity on MFL continue to gain momentum
with stable growth, particularly during the last 5 years (2014 to 2018).
3.1.2. Publication channel and quality scores
Table 4 list the publication channels, publication year, citation
count, research type, and SFL technique for each study. Overall, four
distinct publication channels were identiﬁed (i.e. Journal, Conference,
Symposium, and Workshop). Most of the studies were published in Journals, where 28 studies (50.91%) of the selected studies appeared in Journals, 20 studies (36.36%) appeared in Conference, 6 studies (10.91%)
were published in Symposium, and lastly, 1 study (1.82%) was presented in Workshop proceedings. This also shows the general quality
of the selected studies, because 50% of the studies were published in
Journals.
For the research type, the classiﬁcation is driven from our previous
systematic mapping study [17] where studies were classiﬁed based on
the type of research that was conducted. From our selected studies in this
paper, we identiﬁed four research types which are solution paper, evaluation paper, validation paper, and experience paper. Therefore, 74.54%
of the studies are solution papers, 20% are evaluation papers, and 3.64%
are experience papers, followed by validation papers with 1.82%. This
is not surprising due to the fact that in this research domain, researchers
are always proposing solutions to address critical issues. Hence, one can
say that out of the 55 selected studies, 74.54% of them are focused on
proposing solutions in localizing multiple faults eﬀectively. With respect
to SFL techniques, it is not surprising that spectrum-based fault localization technique (SBFL) is the most utilized, whereby 61.11% of the
selected studies are based on it. This is not new information where previous review papers in the ﬁeld of SFL have shown the same trend [10,
17]. We further assessed the studies for quality based on our quality criteria in Section 2.6. The ﬁrst author coordinated the quality evaluation
extraction process, the ﬁrst author assessed every paper and allocated
the papers to each of the other authors of this study to assess independently. When there was a disagreement, we discussed the issues until we
reached agreement. Hence, when a criteria is scored, all the authors are
console to give their ﬁnal verdict on the score so as to get an appropriate and an unbiased score. The score for each study is shown in Table 5.
The results of the quality analysis show that all studies score more than
2. Nine studies score 7 (S7, S10, S11, S39, S40, S49, S50, S51, and S52)
and ﬁve studies score 6 (S3, S16, S30, S36, and S37).
Hence, we identiﬁed eight articles (S1, S23, S25, S27, S32, S43, S44,
and S48) that did not clearly state their contributions and limitations.
We found out that 17 (31.48%) articles were judged to have at least
minimal amount of biases.

Furthermore, the quality score for the studies was further investigated in relation to the year the articles were published. Table 6 shows
the average quality scores for studies with respect to year of publication.
The average quality scores look to be stable and on the increase. The average quality of studies in 2013 is the lowest at 3.87. However, in 2018,
the quality has increased signiﬁcantly. This quality assessment may aid
scholars in this research domain to identify relevant papers based on the
criteria deﬁned in Section 2.6.
3.1.3. Publication source
In relation to publication sources, Table 7 categorizes all the studies
with respect to their publication sources. This categorization will help
in identifying the publication sources that produce more articles in the
study of MFL for the last decade. Furthermore, the publishers of each
publication source are also depicted. Overall, we identiﬁed 33 sources
that published the selected studies. The Journal of Systems and Software, IEEE International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE), and ACM International Conference on Automated Software
Engineering (ASE) were the top contributors with 9, 4, and 3 publications, respectively. We further observed that most of the studies published in the top publication sources (i.e. S2, S10, S11, S17, S39, and
S40) have a high-quality score of 6.5 and above from the quality assessment done in Table 5. From Table 7, we identiﬁed six publishers
which are IEEE with 17 publication sources (17), followed by Springer
(7), ACM (3), Wiley (2), Web of Science (WOS) (2), and lastly, Elsevier
(2).
3.2. RQ2. What are the debugging approaches widely used to localize
multiple faults?
This section provides an overview of the debugging approaches used
in localizing multiple faults in the literature. Based on our analysis of
the selected studies of this SLR, we identiﬁed three prominent multiple faults debugging approaches, which are One-bug-at-a-time (OBA)
debugging approach, parallel debugging approach, and lastly multiplebug-at-a-time (MBA) debugging approach as highlighted in Fig. 4 and
Table 8. From Table 8, 72.73% of the studies utilized OBA debugging
approach, 20% uses parallel debugging approach, and 7.27% of the studies used the MBA debugging approach. In the following subsections, the
details of the studies utilizing each of these multiple faults debugging
approaches are presented.
3.2.1. One-bug-at-a-time (OBA) debugging approach
OBA debugging approach is one of the most popular multiple faults
debugging approach in the research domain as shown in Table 8. For
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Table 5
Quality evaluation of the selected studies.
Study

QC1

QC2

QC3

QC4

QC5

QC6

Quality total score

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S47
S48
S49
S50
S51
S52
S53
S54
S55

1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
0.5

0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

0
1.5
1.5
1.5
0
0
2
1.5
2
2
2
1
1
2
0
1.5
2
2
1.5
1
0
0
0
0.5
0
0.5
0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0
1.5
1.5
1
1.5
1.5
2
2
2
1
0
1.5
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1.5
1.5

2
6.5
6
5
4
3
7
6.5
6.5
7
7
4
4
5.5
4.5
6
6.5
6.5
4.5
4
4.5
3.5
1.5
4
2.5
4.5
2
5
5
6
5
2.5
5.5
4.5
5.5
6
6
6.5
7
7
5.5
3.5
3
3
5.5
5.5
6.5
5.5
7
7
7
7
6.5
6.5
4

Table 6
Average quality scores for studies by publication date.

Number of studies
Mean quality score
Standard deviation of quality score

Year
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

5
4.8
1.41

1
4
0

3
5.67
2.11

4
6.33
1.49

4
3.87
3.19

6
6.5
1.22

6
5.25
3.48

13
4.39
5.21

7
4.92
4.43

6
6.42
2.09

OBA, a developer is task to neutralize a single fault per debugging iteration. In a scenario where a program has two faults, this means we
need two debugging iterations to neutralize the two faults in the program under test. This process is performed iteratively until all the faults
are found and ﬁxed. Various fault localization techniques such as SBFL
technique, statistical-based technique, and machine learning techniques

have utilized the OBA approach in localizing multiple faults [5, 51, 72,
73, 76].
To further explain these approaches (OBA, parallel debugging, and
MBA approach), a running example is given in Fig. 5. The ﬁgure gives a
program P with a test suite T. Test suite T is composed of 10 test cases
(t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 , t8 , t9 , t10 ) with 13 program statements where
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Table 7
Publication Source.
Publication source

Publishers

Studies

No.

Journal of Systems and Software
International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE)
International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE)
Information and Software Technology
Transactions on Software Engineering
IEEE Access
Software: Practice and Experience
IEEE Transactions on Reliability
International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM)
International Conference on Software Testing, Veriﬁcation, and Validation (ICST)
International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis (ISSTA)
Software Quality Journal
IEEE Transaction on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics
Computing and Informatics
Frontier of Computer Science
Journal of Software: Evolution and Process
Journal of Information Processing
Empirical Software Engineering
Automated Software Engineering
International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE)
Australasian Software Engineering Conference (ASWEC)
International Conference on Software Analysis, Evolution, and Reengineering (SANER)
International Conference on Software Maintenance and Evolution (ICSME)
International Conference on Software Analysis, Testing and Evolution
International Conference on Software Quality, Reliability and Security
International Conference on Tools with Artiﬁcial Intelligence
International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement (ESEM)
International Conference on Quality Software (QSIC)
Hardware and Software: Veriﬁcation and Testing (HVC)
International Workshop on Structured Object-oriented Formal Language and Method
International Conference on Software Security and Reliability Companion
International Conference on Predictive Modes in Software Engineering (PROMISE)
International Conference on Software Engineering, Research and Practice (SERP)

Elsevier
IEEE
ACM
Elsevier
IEEE
IEEE
Wiley
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
ACM
Springer
IEEE
WOS
Springer
Wiley
WOS
Springer
Springer
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
Springer
Springer
IEEE
ACM
Springer

S9, S39, S40, S38, S18, S17, S14, S11, S10
S2, S32, S33, S29
S3, S30, S43
S37, S16
S50, S47
S48, S49
S45, S41
S51, S53
S28, S34
S24, S26
S36, S4
S54, S55
S52
S13
S12
S46
S15
S7
S8
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S25
S27
S31
S35
S42
S44
S1
S5
S6

9
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Fig. 4. Multiple fault localization debugging approaches.
Table 8
Multiple fault localization debugging approaches.
Debugging approaches

Studies

No.

%

One-bug-at-a-time (OBA) debugging approach

S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S11, S13, S14, S16,
S17, S18, S19, S20, S21, S22, S23, S24, S25,
S26, S27, S28, S29, S30, S31, S36, S37, S38,
S41, S42, S43, S44, S45, S46, S47, S48, S51,
S52, S55
S1, S2, S12, S15, S32, S33, S34, S39, S50, S53,
S54
S10, S35, S40, S49

40

72.73

11

20

4

7.27

Parallel debugging approach
Multiple-bug-at-a-time (MBA) debugging approach

statement 5 and statement 10 are both faulty. A statement execution labeled with “●” signiﬁes that the statement is executed by the test case in
that test run, and empty otherwise. Test cases (t7 , t8 , t9 , t10 ) are failed
test cases while (t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 ) are passed test cases. In this example, the suspiciousness of each statement is computed using Ochiai

coeﬃcient with two results given, one for OBA and one for Parallel
debugging.
For OBA approach is simple, looking at the suspiciousness scores of
the statements, the developers will clearly identify a faulty statement
10 (with suspicious value of 0.57) by checking ﬁve statements. Hence,
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Fig. 5. Running program with two faults.

based on OBA, the fault found in statement 10 has to be ﬁxed and the
program has to be re-tested to ﬁnd the second fault (at statement 5).
This procedure is distinct to the one for parallel debugging and MBA
debugging approaches. For parallel debugging approach, the suspicious
score result was split into two clusters which represents the two faultfocused clusters generated based on the failed tests execution proﬁles
similarity as done in a previous study [78]. One can see that the ﬁrst
fault-focused cluster (given to the 1st developer) targets the fault at statement 10 (with suspicious score of 0.81), while the second fault-focused
cluster targets the fault at statement 5 (with suspicious score of 0.29).
Hence, both faults can be localized simultaneously in parallel using two
developers in this scenario. For MBA debugging approach, looking at
the ﬁgure (Fig. 5), the statements suspicious scores for MBA debugging
approach was not given. This is because the suspicious score for OBA
can be used to illustrate how to localize the two faults in the program
using the MBA debugging approach. Hence, based on MBA debugging
approach, the developer will not stop after locating the ﬁrst fault in
statement 10. Therefore, the fault searching exercise will continue to
the pre-speciﬁed search cap (a limited statement search space) set by
the developer. The approach of setting a cap (i.e. a developer can search
70% or 60% of the suspicious statement ranking list before moving to
the next iteration) has been adopted by existing studies adopting MBA
debugging approach [4, 32]. In this debugging approach (MBA debugging approach), the researchers normally put a fault search cap to limit
the fault search space in the fault ranking list generated. When the cap
is reached and all the faults are not found in a given iteration, the existing identiﬁed faults will be ﬁxed and a further retest (moving to next
iteration) will be conducted to identify the rest of the faults.
Moreover, by utilizing OBA debugging approach, additional eﬀort
is needed for the developer to ﬁnd and ﬁx the faults. In the process,
more faults can also be created during regression testing, while also
resulting in longer time-to-delivery of software programs [2, 55]. We
observed that out of the 40 studies that adopted the OBA debugging
approach, 11 studies (S3, S6, S8, S13, S14, S17, S21, S22, S23, S24,
and S42) were published in 2016 which was the most active year for
studies adopting it. Followed by 2015 and 2017 with 6 each, respectively. Subsequently, studies that utilized the OBA debugging approach
will be presented. Abreu et al. presented an approach named BARINEL,
which combines the best of SBFL techniques and MBD techniques [52].
In this approach (BARINEL), a program was modeled with execution
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traces while Bayesian reasoning was used to deduce multiple fault candidates. The approach showed some promise but was found to be more
eﬀective in the context of a single fault. In order to localize multiple
faults eﬀectively, Dean et al. proposed a new algorithm based on linear
programming model which is design to be speciﬁcally eﬀective in the
context of multiple faults. The result shows that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the fault localization techniques compared with [64]. Also,
Abreu et al. proposed a new reasoning-based fault localization approach
named Zoltar-C. The approach exploits the execution frequency of program components and utilizes Bayesian approach to compute the probabilities of program components containing faults [28]. The result shows
that even though the approach performs better, but the concept of program components frequency exploitation does not improve diagnostic
accuracy. A crosstab-based statistical approach was proposed by Wong
et al. to localize faults using the OBA debugging approach [73]. The experimental results showed that the OBA debugging approach is not as
eﬀective. In addition, Xu et al. proposed a fault localization framework
that reduces the noise between faults in the presence of multiple faults
[58]. The framework uses a chain of key basic blocks of a program and
a noise reduction method to improve similarity coeﬃcient metrics.
Furthermore, Wong et al. proposed a modiﬁed form of Kulczynski similarity coeﬃcient named DStar [72]. Using this coeﬃcient, the
higher the computed DStar value, the more eﬀective the technique. The
coeﬃcient was tested on multiple-fault programs using the OBA debugging approach and the ﬁndings revealed that the technique can localize
at least a single fault with high eﬀectiveness. In a study by Perez et al.,
a new approach named dynamic code coverage (DCC) was proposed
[59]. The approach is aimed at reducing the instrumentation overhead
of SBFL techniques by mean of using coarser instrumentation. An empirical evaluation on real-world multiple-fault programs shows that the
proposed approach can considerably reduce the execution overhead in
SBFL techniques. Lucia et al. conducted an investigative study on 40
SBFL techniques in terms of fault localization eﬀectiveness. Their evaluation on both single-fault and multiple-fault programs with the utilization of OBA debugging approach shows that there is no single best SBFL
technique in all cases [67]. Hence, the authors also observed that the
accuracy of the techniques in localizing multiple faults is lower in comparison to their performance in localizing single faults. Wang and Liu
proposed a hierarchical multiple predicate switching technique named
HMPS to localize faults eﬀectively [40]. The result indicates that HMPS
performs better in comparison to other fault localization techniques
(such as Barinel and Ochiai) in identifying the location of faults eﬀectively. In another study by Yu et al., the authors proposed a technique
that can be utilized to diﬀerentiate failed test cases that execute a single fault from failed test cases that executes multiple faults. Their experiment on multiple-fault subject programs shows that the technique
performance is promising [41].
Moreover, a multiple fault localization method was proposed based
on Simulink model [43]. The approach used a supervised learning technique named decision tree to cluster failed executions that were likely to
have been caused by a single fault. In this process, a rank list based on
a statistical debugging technique is generated and developers can use
this list to ﬁnd a fault, ﬁx it, and re-test the Simulink model to localize the remaining faults. Although this approach uses failure clustering
method as the basis of classifying failures, it is still based on the OBA
debugging approach as indicated in the study. In another study, Lee
et al. proposed a weighting technique to improve the eﬀectiveness of
SBFL techniques [29]. A weighting value is assigned to test cases that
are caused by both single fault and multiple faults. This weighting is primarily done by utilizing information extracted from failed test cases that
are caused by multiple faults. The study concluded that weighting failed
test cases caused by multiple faults improve the eﬀectiveness of fault localization techniques. Wang et al. proposed a novel fault localization
approach based on disparities of dynamic invariants, named FDDI [36].
FDDI selects a highly-suspected function and then applies invariant detection tools to this function separately. Variables that are not in a set
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of passed/failed test cases indicated by using these tools are picked by
FDDI for further analysis. However, in the context of multiple faults, the
authors considered failed test cases that execute all faulty statements.
Therefore, using the OBA debugging approach, the researchers neutralized single fault each at each debugging iteration to produce a failurefree program.
Furthermore, a weighting technique was proposed by Neelofar et al.
using both dynamic program analysis and static program analysis to
categorize program statements and rank them based on their likelihood
of containing faults. The technique was tested on both single-fault programs and multiple-fault programs. The proposed technique is said to
improve the performance of various fault localization metrics up to 20%
on single-fault datasets and up to 42% on multiple-fault datasets [66].
A diversity maximization speedup (DMS) strategy was proposed by Xia
et al. to aid developers in the test case selection during fault localization
to also reduce associated costs [30]. This strategy also helps in targeting
critical test cases that are needed to speed up the localization process.
The result of the study shows that DMS can aid the existing fault localization techniques in reducing debugging cost of locating multiple
faults. A hybrid method was proposed named Stat-slice to locate faults
in programs with a large number of faults using the OBA debugging approach [35]. The result shows that the method has considerably reduced
fault localization eﬀort. Also, bounded debugging via multiple predicate
switching (BMPS) technique based on the OBA debugging approach was
proposed [65], and experimentation revealed that multiple faults were
localized. Xiaobo et al. conducted an empirical study to explore failure
behavior of multiple faults in a program through empirical investigation
on real-life systems (Chinese Railway System) [47]. The study showed
that unpredictable failure caused by multiple faults is mainly accounted
by the interaction of dominant faults during program execution.
Laghari et al. proposed a variant spectrum-based fault localization technique named patterned spectrum analysis [26]. This technique
leverages patterns of method calls that are extracted through frequent
itemset mining. The result of the study shows that the proposed technique is eﬀective in comparison with normal spectrum-based fault localization techniques. In another work by Zhang et al., the authors conducted an investigation on the impact of cloning failed test cases on
spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) techniques eﬀectiveness. The
results on multiple-fault subjects’ shows that the fault localization accuracy can be improved, speciﬁcally when failed test cases are cloned
[33]. Dandon et al. proposed a state dependency probabilistic model
and a fault localization approach to aid in describing the control ﬂow
dependence between statements in a particular state and to locate faults
in both passed and failed test executions [38]. By utilizing the OBA debugging approach, the result shows that the proposed approach outperforms other techniques in locating faults eﬀectively.
Zhang and Santelices proposed a novel static slicing technique
named PRIOSLICE. The technique computes a probabilistic model of the
dependencies in a program. With this, PRIOSLICE traverses the program
backward in an order deﬁned by the computed dependence probabilities to locate faults. The result shows that the technique aid in localizing
faults eﬀectively in comparison to the existing static-slicing approaches
[39]. Furthermore, an investigative study was conducted by Xia et al.
to understand whether SBFL techniques can help developers to improve
debugging eﬃciency in large software projects. The authors conclude
that SBFL can aid developers in saving debugging time signiﬁcantly
with good eﬀectiveness [44]. Naish et al. proposed the use of genetic
programming in localizing multiple faults. The authors proposed a class
of hyperbolic metrics that have a small number of numeric parameters
which can be adjusted based on behavioral changes. The evaluation on
multiple fault programs shows that the proposed technique outperforms
existing metrics that was compared with [42, 62].
In another study that adopts the OBA debugging approach [45]. The
authors proposed a test case prioritization algorithm for fault localization. The result shows that the proposed algorithm can aid in reducing
debugging eﬀort. In order to clearly understand the properties of eﬀec-
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tive SFL metrics, Sun and Podgurski conducted an investigative study
on various statistical fault localization metrics that have demonstrated
good performance prior to their study [46]. The results indicate that
metrics that performed better have two characteristics. First, a metric that estimates the failure-causing eﬀect of a program element and
secondly, a metric that weights the ﬁrst element (elements with estimated failure-causing eﬀect) based on the evidence for the existence
of faults in other program elements. An iterative user-driven fault localization technique named Swift was proposed by Li et al. [63]. The
technique leverages statistical fault localization to identify suspicious
program methods, generates high-level queries on the correctness of executions for the most suspicious methods, and lastly uses developers’
feedback to improve the localization results generated. Based on empirical evaluation, the result shows some promise. In a study by Perez
et al., the authors proposed an approach that can ﬁnd fault-ﬁxes and
categorize them in accordance to the number of faults they ﬁx, to assess
the prevalence of single-fault ﬁxes [48]. The result shows that there is
a prevalence of single-fault ﬁxes with over 82% of ﬁxes eliminating a
single fault from the system. Hence, the authors outline some practical implications of their ﬁndings. By adopting the OBA debugging approach, a study by Aribi et al. move to address the issues of multiple
faults (which raises various issues due to the complex dependencies between faults and failures) by proposing a new constraint programming
model to help speed-up and improve the localization of multiple faults.
The result shows some signiﬁcant improvements [49].
In an eﬀort to enhance existing SBFL techniques, Zhang et al. proposed a technique named PRFL. This technique improves SBFL techniques by diﬀerentiating test cases using PageRank algorithm [57]. The
result shows some promise when diﬀerent test cases are considered during fault localization. To further improve SBFL techniques eﬀectiveness
to rank faulty program statements to the top of the ranking list eﬀectively, Wang et al. proposed a new technique named SBFL technique
via enlarging the non-faulty region to improve fault ranking [69]. Their
experimental result on various multiple fault subject programs shows
some signiﬁcant improvements. Zhang et al. who also used the OBA
debugging approach proposed a test classiﬁcation approach to aid in
the utilization of unlabelled test cases in localizing faults [31]. There
experiment on programs’ multiple-fault versions shows that there proposed approach is useful in improving the eﬀectiveness in fault localization. A fault localization approach named BEN was proposed by Ghandehari et al. [68]. The approach was evaluated on both single-fault and
multiple-fault programs. The result shows that the approach can identify
the location of faults eﬀectively.
Out of the 39 recognized studies that utilized the OBA debugging
approach, we have identiﬁed ﬁve studies that investigate the eﬀect of
multiple faults in a program in relation to fault localization eﬀectiveness
on both C and Java subject programs [2, 9, 27, 50, 51]. These studies
which were conducted between the years (2009–15) were instrumental in understanding faults behavior and the impact of multiple faults
on fault localization eﬀectiveness. All of the ﬁve studies utilized OBA
debugging approach for their experiments.
3.2.2. Parallel debugging approach
Parallelization or parallel debugging approach is basically dividing
the debugging task into small units so as to allow multiple developers to
work on diﬀerent units [77]. This approach is utilized when a program
has multiple faults, mainly to facilitate the debugging process and reduce software time-to-delivery. Failed test cases are clustered and each
cluster is combined with all the available passed test cases to create a
single fault-focused cluster, with the assumption that each fault-focused
cluster targets a single fault. The fault-focused clusters which composed
of both failed and passed test cases will be given to separate individual
developers to debug in parallel. This debugging approach is diﬀerent
from the OBA debugging approach because a developer does not have
to neutralize the faults in many debugging iterations as the case in OBA.
We identiﬁed 11 studies that adopted the parallel debugging approach
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(as shown in Table 8). However, out of these studies, 2014 was the most
active year where most of these papers were published with three studies (S2, S39, and S54), respectively. Followed by 2016, 2013, and 2012
with two studies each, respectively.
Jones et al. introduced the idea of debugging in parallel by clustering
the failed test cases and combining each cluster with all available passed
test cases to form a fault-focused cluster [77]. These fault-focused clusters
are then given to developers to debug the faults in parallel. Hence, the
authors make a presumption that each fault-focused cluster represents
a single fault. A recent work by Wolfgang et al. [25] concluded that
the presumption does not seem realistic. One of the issues with parallelization is that a single developer can ﬁnish a debugging task while
other developers are still debugging. Consequently, this can create more
faults to the program as ﬁxes given to the ﬁrst developer who ﬁnishes
debugging early will probably aﬀect the debugging eﬀort of other developers. Jeﬀrey et al. proposed a fault localization method based on
value replacement to eﬃciently localize multiple faults. The technique
reduces the total time required to locate multiple faults on the order of
minutes. Initially, ﬁnding and ﬁxing the faults based on OBA debugging
approach was considered, before the authors eventually concluded that
it would be costly and that such approach also increases time-to-delivery
of the software program [55]. As a result, an iterative process was considered, where the technique can iteratively compute a ranking list of
program statements with the aim of each ranking list to guide the developer towards faults as quickly as possible. The method understands
potential faulty statements based on the occurrence of interesting value
mapping pair (IVMP) [55]. It was identiﬁed that IVMP normally occurs
at faulty statements. It can also occur in statements that are directly
related to faulty statements through a dependency edge. The approach
performs localization on individual execution iterations to ﬁnd and ﬁx
faults, which have similarities with the approach by Jones et al. [77].
Moreover, it is not guaranteed that each iteration belongs to a single
fault. One of the problems with this approach as highlighted by the authors is the high computational requirements. Even though some faults
can be identiﬁed in a matter of minutes, others can take hours.
In another study by Wei and Han, a parameter-based combination
approach (PBC) was proposed to aid in the eﬃcient localization of multiple faults [24]. In the study, a bisection method was utilized for clustering failed test cases to create fault-focused clusters while crosstabbased fault localization technique was used for fault localization. The
researchers conclude that PBC performs better than Tarantula (OBA debugging approach). A fault localization technique based on radial basis function (RBF) neural network was proposed by Wong et al. [7].
The neural network is trained to study the relationship between test
case statements coverage and its corresponding execution results (success or failure). By adopting the parallel debugging approach, the result
shows that the proposed technique performs better than several other
popular fault localization techniques compared with. In order to improve SBFL techniques eﬀectiveness on multiple faults, Steimann and
Frenkel proposed the use of partitioning procedures from integer linear
programming [54]. The method will aid in generating various partitions
which break down the localization problems into smaller ones. Hence,
each partition can be addressed independently by developers. The result
shows that the method is useful in localizing multiple faults.
In a recent study by Lamraoui and Nakajima [37], a formula-based
approach was proposed consisting of a full ﬂow-sensitive trace formula
to localize faults in programs containing multiple faults. The approach
combines satisﬁability-based (SAT) formula veriﬁcation techniques and
model-based diagnosis theory. It was able to localize the root causes of
multiple faults in a program. However, this approach was examined in a
relatively small program of the Siemens test suite (Tcas), and therefore,
the results cannot be fully generalized. Also, the approach’s exclusive
utilization of failed test cases alone for localization might be an issue
for a large program with several faults where many statements containing faults can be executed by passed test cases which are more common in multiple-fault scenarios [2, 9, 50]. Sun et al. proposed an itera-
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tive process for selecting test cases for eﬀective fault localization [34].
This approach works based on the concept lattice of program spectrum
method, and in order to localize multiple faults, program statements are
classiﬁed into three parts, namely dangerous, sensitive, and safe statements. By doing so, developers start by checking the statements that
are categorized as dangerous ﬁrst due to their high probability of containing faults, followed by the rest of the classiﬁed statements. A recent study by Gao and Wong proposed a novel approach for localizing
multiple faults in parallel [71]. The authors proposed an improved kmedoids clustering algorithm to aid in the eﬀective identiﬁcation of the
relationship between failed test cases and their corresponding faults.
The study concludes that their proposed approach performs better in
terms of eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness in comparison to other debugging
approaches. Huang et al. conducted an empirical study on fault isolation in fault localization [53]. The authors analyzed the eﬀectiveness of
six fault localization techniques and two clustering algorithms (k-means
and hierarchical clustering) for fault isolation. The result shows that kmeans outperformed hierarchical clustering for isolating faults in fault
localization.
Wang et al. proposed a weighted attribute-based strategy (WAS) for
cluster test selection. WAS conduct clustering on tests using weighted execution proﬁles by also considering the suspiciousness of program statements. The evaluation on various multiple-fault programs shows that
WAS outperforms other clustering strategies for tests clustering in fault
localization [60]. A more recent approach proposed named HierarchyDebug [74] that aims to localize latent bugs. In this approach, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to cluster predicates to support
scalability in localizing multiple bugs. The results showed that the approach can aid developers in grouping predicates caused by multiple
bugs.

3.2.3. Multiple-bug-at-a-time (MBA) debugging approach
MBA approach to debugging multiple faults is an appealing concept
and also eﬀective when done the right way. In this paper, we deﬁne
MBA debugging approach as the art of localizing most if not all faults
in a single debugging iteration, with respect to the fault search cap set
by the developer. This sounds ambitious, but it is a possible way to improve fault detection rate and reduce debugging time which will directly
improve the time-to-delivery of software systems. Another obvious advantage of the MBA debugging approach is the reduction of computation
overhead of utilizing clustering algorithms in identifying failure-to-fault
relationships as in the case with parallel debugging approach. However,
this approach (MBA debugging approach) has enjoyed little attention in
recent years with only four studies utilizing it in the last decade (see
Table 8). Hence, out of these studies, 2018 was the most active year
where most of these papers were published with two studies (S10 and
S49) respectively. An earlier study by Gong et al. has made a suggestion
on localizing more than one fault in the ﬁrst debugging iteration, in extension, debugging all the faults simultaneously [79]. However, their
proposal has not been implemented or empirically validated.
Abreu et al. proposed a reasoning fault localization approach named
Zoltar-M. the approach generates multiple-fault diagnoses and rank
them in order of their probability [56, 61]. The authors aim is to effectively localize multiple faults simultaneously. The results show that
the approach outperforms various fault localization techniques. A recent
study by Zheng et al. has also put an eﬀort to localize faults simultaneously by proposing a Fast Software Multi-Fault Localization Framework
based on Genetic Algorithms (FSMFL) [32]. FSMFL localize multiple
faults simultaneously based on genetic algorithm with simulated annealing. The experimental result shows that FSMFL is competitive in single
fault localization and superior in multiple fault localization. Zakari et al.
proposed a fault localization technique based on complex network theory named FLCN. The technique is aimed to improve localization effectiveness in programs with single fault and multiple faults and to aid
developers to localize multiple faults simultaneously in a single debug-
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ging iteration. The experimental result shows that FLCN performs better
in comparison with the existing fault localization techniques [70].
3.3. RQ3. What are the datasets, datasets programming languages, and
fault types used in localizing multiple faults?
In answering this research question, we observed that the seven
programs from the Siemens test suite dataset (i.e. tcas, print_tokens,
print_tokens2, schedule, schedule2, replace, and tot_info) were the most
utilized with 33 studies adopting them for their empirical experiments,
followed by UNIX programs (i.e. gzip, grep, make, ﬂex, and sed) with 26
studies adopting them. As highlighted in Table 8, in most cases, these
programs are used together with other subject programs in the studies
(i.e. S4, S5, S8, S55, and S10). In other words, some of the studies used
more than one dataset and programs for their experiments.
Defect4j dataset is recently considered as a good dataset for MFL,
which composed of programs that are larger in size with real faults [17].
However, we observed that this dataset is used by only ﬁve studies out of
the 55 selected studies (S3, S10, S22, S36, and S42). Furthermore, the
identiﬁcation of datasets programming languages is vital in knowing
the diversity of programs used by studies. From our selected studies,
we identiﬁed three major programs programming languages that were
used, which are C, C++, and Java. 33 studies used C, 10 studies used
Java, 9 studies used programs with both C and Java languages, and 1
study uses programs with both C and C++ languages. In total, one study
uses programs with the combination of ﬁve languages which are Java,
JavaScript, Python, Ruby, and Scala [48] with another study that did
not specify the dataset programming language they used [43].
The excessive utilization of programs from Siemens test suite infers
that most of the multiple faults used for the experiments of those respective studies are seeded faults or sometimes called artiﬁcial faults. These
types of faults are generally seeded manually into program versions to
create program versions containing many faults [2] or sometimes using
mutation fault injection techniques [71, 81, 82]. This, however, shows
that most of the studies have more than a decent level of biases in them
because even though earlier studies argued that mutation-based faults
can be useful to represent real faults and provide reliable results in program debugging experiments, recent studies have said otherwise [83].
Having said that, from Table 8, we identiﬁed 39 (70.91%) studies that
strictly utilized seeded faults, 10 (18.18%) studies utilized real faults,
and lastly, 6 (10.91%) studies utilize both real and seeded faults. Looking at the result, despite the clear importance of using real faults (in
terms of enhancing result generalization and the reduction of bias to
meet up with the industry standard) for program debugging experiments
in the context of multiple faults, more than 70.91% of the selected studies still used mutation-based faults (seeded faults).
Table 8a
However, despite this trend, we observed that 70% of the studies
that used real faults are published between 2016–17 (S3, S21, S22, S24,
S25, S26, and S36). This indicates the progressive change in the research
domain in recent years toward the utilization of real faults. An interesting discovery is that 8 out of the 10 programs that use Java programs
utilize real faults for their experiments. This means that most of the existing datasets that have real industrial faults suitable for multiple faults
experiments are in Java programming language.
3.4. RQ4. What are the evaluation metrics used in multiple fault
localization (MFL)?
To understand the evaluation metrics that are the most utilized by
the selected studies, we classify the existing identiﬁed evaluation metrics (identiﬁed from the selected studies) and categorized the studies
based on which metric they used. Table 9 shows the list of evaluation
metrics with respect to the studies that utilized them. Overall, we identify 20 evaluation metrics as highlighted in Table 9.
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The result of this question reveals that Expense score metric is the
most utilized with 15 studies, followed by Exam score and Wasted eﬀort
with 14 and 8, respectively. Furthermore, Wilcoxon Signed-rank test
(WSR) has become a most when evaluating MFL proposals, which was
utilized by some high-quality papers (S10, S20, S26, S50, S51, and S55)
with an average quality score of 5.9 (presented in Table 5).
4. Discussion
In this article, we conducted a systematic review (SLR) on MFL (a
sub-domain of SFL). SFL has received signiﬁcant attention from the software engineering research community in the past few decades. Of recent, the issue of MFL a sub-domain in SFL has become a crucial concern in the domain. Localizing multiple faults is diﬃcult which has been
receiving quite a reasonable amount of attention in the last 10 years (as
shown in Fig. 3). This section summarizes and discusses the results related to the RQs by presenting the research ﬁndings, research challenges,
and the direction for future work.
4.1. Research ﬁndings
In this SLR study, we examined the current knowledge in MFL by
selecting 55 studies from a total of 109 (excluding those studies that
did not fulﬁll our IC/EC and QA criteria). These studies were then analyzed and evaluated to aid in answering our deﬁned RQs (Table 1). The
ﬁndings of our study are as follows.
From the selected studies demographics point of view, with respect
to the publication trend, the result shows some momentum with stable
growth speciﬁcally in the last 5 years. We observed that 2010 was the
least active year with only one study published [28]. We found out that
the increase of articles from the year 2013 to 2018 was partially due to
the fact that critical studies such as [27, 50, 51] were published prior to
these years. These studies primarily study the eﬀect of multiple faults
with regards to fault localization eﬀectiveness. Furthermore, 50.91% of
the selected studies were published in Journals, which was the highest
publication among the publication channels. These shows the general
quality of the selected studies used in this paper. Another observation
is that 12.96% of the selected studies have a total quality score of 7,
while 11.11% has a quality score of 6. This shows that 24.07% of the
studies have a total quality score of more than 6. However, looking at
the average quality score with respect to the year of publication, we observed that from 2013, there is a steady increase in the quality of papers
published on MFL. On the publication source, three sources were identiﬁed to be more prominent, which are Journal of Systems and Software,
International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE),
and International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE)
with 9, 4, and 3 publications, respectively.
In MFL research domain, we found out that a signiﬁcant number
of studies have adopted the OBA debugging approach with 72.73, followed by parallel debugging approach with 20%, and MBA debugging
approach with 7.27%. Some critical observations with regard to debugging approaches are, for OBA debugging approach, we have seen more
papers published in 2016. In that year (2016), we found out that 28.20%
of the studies published adopted OBA debugging approach. For parallel debugging approach and MBA debugging approach, the most active
years are 2014 and 2018 with 27.27% and 50% of studies adopting
them, respectively.
With respect to RQ3, we observed that programs from the Siemens
test suite were the most utilized followed by UNIX programs with 33
and 26 studies utilizing them, respectively. However, Defect4j datasets
utilization in the MFL domain is on the rise in the last two years. Furthermore, we found out that datasets that were written in C and Java
languages are the most utilized. Out of the selected studies, 60% of the
studies used C datasets while 18.18% of the studies used Java datasets.
With respect to fault types, we observed that 70.91% of the studies used
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Table 8a
Studies and their statistics based on datasets, programming language, fault types, and evaluation metric.

Datasets
Siemens test suite
15 Java programs (AC Codec 1.3, AC Lang 3.0, Barbecue
Rev. 87, Daikon 4.6.4, Eclipse Draw2d 3.4.2, Eventbus 1.4,
HTML Parser 1.6, Jaxen 1.1.5, JDepend 2.9, Jester 1.37b,
JExel 1.0.0b13, JParsec 2.0, Mime4j 0.5, Time & Money
Rev. 207, XMLSec 3.0)
Defect4j dataset (Math, Lang, Time, Chart, Closure)
UNIX program (Gzip) Siemens test suite (Replace) and
Space
Siemens test suite, Space, UNIX programs (Gzip and Sed)
Siemens test suite and Space
UNIX programs (Flex, Gzip, and Sed) Siemens test suite
programs (Replace and Schedule), and Space
Siemens test suite, UNIX programs (Sed, Flex, Grep, and
Gzip), and Space
UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip, and Sed), Siemens test
suite and Space
Siemens test suite, Space, Linux, and Defect4j
Siemens test suite, Space, and UNIX programs (Flex, Gzip,
Grep, and Sed)
Siemens test suite programs (Schedule1, Schedule2,
Print_tokens1, Print_tokens2, Tot_info), NanoXML,
XML-Security
Siemens test suite, and UNIX programs (Gzip, Grep, and
Flex)
UNIX programs (Sed, Gzip, Grep, Make, and Flex) and
Space
Siemens test suite (Tcas) and Bekkouche’s benchmark
Siemens test suite and UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip,
and Sed)
NanoXML, XML-Security, Jmeter, Jaba, Ant, PDFBox
UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip, and Sed) and Space
UNIX programs (Sed, Flex, Grep, and Gzip) and Space
Siemens test suite and UNIX programs
Models from Delphi automotive (MS, MC, MGL models)
Defect4j
Siemens test suite and UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip,
and Sed)
Daikon, Eventbus, Jaxen, Jster, Jexel, Jparsee, AC Codec, AC
Lang, EclipseDraw2d, HTML Parser
Driver, Tools, Spceciﬁclib, and Workspace
Dataset by [80]

Siemens test suite
UNIX programs (Flex, Gzip, and Sed) Siemens test suite
programs (Replace and Schedule), and Space
Siemens test suite
Siemens test suite, UNIX programs (Gzip and Sed), and
Space
NanoXML v.1, v.2, Jmeter v.3, Jtopas v.1, Bitset,
FilteredRowSet, Math, and RE
UNIX programs (Flex and Grep)
Jexel, Jester, AC Codec, Jparsec, AC Collections, AC Lang,
and Daikon
Siemens test suite
Siemens test suite
Defect4j
Jtopas, XMLSecurity, Ant, Jmeter, NanoXML
NanoXML, Xstream, JGAP, XML-Security, Jmeter
UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip, Sed), Space, Make, and
Ant
Siemens test suite, UNIX programs (Gzip and Sed), and
Space
UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip, and Sed)
Siemens test suite, Defect4j, and SAEG
Siemens test suite and Space
Siemens test suite

Dataset programming
language

Fault types

Evaluation metric

Study

C
Java

Seeded faults
Real faults

Exam score
Wasted effort

S1
S2

Java
C

Real faults
Seeded faults

Wasted effort
Expense score

S3
S4

C
C
C

Seeded and real faults
Seeded faults
Seeded faults

Wasted effort
Expense score
Expense score

S5
S6
S7

C

Seeded faults

Cost

S8

C

Seeded faults

Precision and recall

S9

C and Java

Seeded and real faults

S10

C

Seeded faults

Exam score, ExamF , ExamL , Top-N, and
Wilcoxon Signed-rank test (WSR)
Expense score, Exam score

S11

C and Java

Seeded and real faults

Expense score

S12

C

Seeded faults

T-score

S13

C

Seeded faults

Exam score

S14

C
C

Seeded faults
Seeded faults

Code size reduction (CSR)
T-score

S15
S16

Java
C
C
C

Seeded
Seeded
Seeded
Seeded

S17
S18
S19
S20

Nil
Java
C

Real faults
Real faults
Seeded faults

Expense score
Exam score
Precision, recall, and F-measure
Wilcoxon Signed-rank test (WRS) and Expense
score
Cost
Success rate and debugging time
Expense score

Java

Real faults

Cost

S24

C and C++
Java,
JavaScript,
Python,
Ruby, and
Scala
C
C

Real faults
Real faults

Nil
Effort and Wilcoxon Signed-rank test (WSR)

S25
S26

Seeded faults
Seeded faults

Exam score
Nil

S27
S28

C
C

Seeded faults
Seeded faults

Nil
Wasted effort

S29
S30

Java

Seeded and real faults

Expense score

S31

C
Java

Seeded faults
Seeded faults

Exam score
Exam score

S32
S33

C
C
Java
Java
Java
C and Java

Seeded faults
Seeded faults
Real faults
Real faults
Seeded faults
Seeded faults

Expense score
Wasted effort
Wasted effort and Top-N
Exam score
Expense score
Precision and recall

S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39

C

Seeded faults

Wasted effort

S40

C
C and Java
C
C

Seeded
Seeded
Seeded
Seeded

Execution time and expense score
Expense score
Nil
Expense score

S41
S42
S43
S44

faults
faults
faults
faults

an real faults
and real faults
faults
faults

S21
S22
S23

(continued on next page)
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Table 8a (continued)
Datasets

Dataset programming
language

Fault types

Evaluation metric

Study

UNIX programs (Flex and Sed) and Space
Siemens test suite, space, and NanoXML,
NanoXML-Security
Siemens test suite and UNIX programs (Flex, Grep, Gzip,
and Sed)
Siemens test suite
Siemens test suite and UNIX programs (Gzip and Sed)

C
C and Java

Seeded faults
Real faults

S45
S46

C

Seeded faults

Wasted effort
Expense score and proportion of bugs
localized
Exam score and eﬃciency

C
C

Seeded faults
Seeded faults

S48
S49

UNIX programs (Gzip, Grep, Flex), Make, Ant, Socat, and
Xmail

C and Java

Seeded faults

Siemens test suite, UNIX programs (Gzip, Grep, Flex, and
Sed), Make, Ant, Space, and Unix suite programs (Cal,
Checkeg, Col, Comm, Crypt, Look, Sort, Spline, Tr, and
Uniq)
Siemens test suite, UNIX programs (Grep, Gzip), Make
Unix suite programs, and Space
Unix suite programs, UNIX programs (Grep), Space, Make,
and Ant
Siemens test suite, Space, and Bash
Siemens suite, the Unix suite, gzip, grep, make, sed, and
Ant

C and Java

Seeded faults

Improvement metric
Exam score and incremental developer
expense
Average number of statements examined,
T-exam score, Wilcoxon Signed-rank test
(WSR), and eﬃciency
Exam score, cumulative number of statements
examined, and Wilcoxon Signed-rank test
(WSR)

C

Seeded faults

Exam score

S52

C and Java

Seeded faults

Exam score

S53

C
C and Java

Seeded faults
Seeded faults

T-score
Exam score, Average number of statements
examined, and Wilcoxon Signed-rank test
(WSR)

S54
S55

S47

S50

S51

Table 9
Evaluation metrics utilized by the selected studies.
Metric

No.

Studies

Expense score
Exam score
Wasted effort
Wilcoxon Signed-rank test (WSR)
T-score
Precision and recall
Cost
Top-N
Eﬃciency
Average number of statements examined
Code size reduction (CSR)
F-measure
Success rate and debugging time
Effort
Execution time
Proportion of bugs localized
Improvement metric
Incremental developer expense
Cumulative number of statements examined
T-exam score

15
15
8
6
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

S4, S6, S7, S11, S12, S17, S20, S23, S31, S34, S38, S41, S42, S44, S46
S1, S10, S11, S14, S18, S27, S32, S33, S37, S47, S49, S51, S52, S53, S55
S2, S3, S5, S30, S35, S36, S40, S45
S10, S20, S26, S50, S51, S55
S13, S16, S54
S9, S19, S39
S8, S24
S10, S36
S47, S50
S50, S55
S15
S19
S22
S26
S41
S46
S48
S49
S51
S50

seeded faults, 18.18% of studies used real faults, and 10.91% of the studies utilize both real and seeded faults. Hence, despite the obvious importance of using real faults for program debugging experiments, most
of the studies used seeded faults. Interestingly, 80% of the studies that
use Java programs utilize real faults for their experiments. This means
that most of the existing datasets that have real industrial faults suitable
for multiple faults experiments are in Java programming language.
Due to the empirical and active nature of the MFL research domain,
it is imperative to have a good evaluation metrics to measure a technique or approach eﬀectiveness with respect to fault localization eﬀectiveness. Out of the 20 identiﬁed evaluation metrics from the selected
studies, we found out that the top three most used evaluation metrics
are Expense score, Exam score, and Wasted eﬀort with 15, 15, and 8
studies, respectively.
4.2. Challenges and direction for future work
The ﬁndings of this systematic review have profound implications
for researchers who are working on MFL, since this study will allow

them to uncover existing debugging approaches in the literature used in
localizing multiple faults. Also, to aid in exploring the datasets, datasets
programming languages, fault types, and also evaluation metrics used
by the selected studies in localizing multiple faults. In this section, the
identiﬁed research challenges and future research directions are outlined to guide new and veteran researchers in the ﬁeld of research.
• Challenges with OBA debugging approach: We observed that the
OBA debugging approach has gained a lot of attention in the last
10 years with 72.73% of the selected studies utilizing the method.
However, various studies have hinted the shortcomings of using the
method for localizing multiple faults, because more time needs to
be spent in the localization process in comparison to parallel and
MBA debugging approaches, and as outlined by other researchers,
additional faults might be introduced in the software program during regression testing when OBA is utilized [2, 9, 76]. Therefore, its
increased usage is alarming, with methods design to solve the problem having less attention such as parallel debugging approach and
simultaneous debugging approach. Hence, in order to improve local-
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ization eﬀectiveness in multiple fault contexts, perhaps, more studies
in these two approaches (parallel and MBA debugging approaches)
are of eminent importance.
Faults utilization: Artiﬁcial faults (seeded faults), often used to
replicate real faults behavior are the most utilized in MFL studies
with 70.91% of the selected studies utilizing it. From the literature,
real faults are consistently been adopted in the last few years for program debugging experiments (especially in the context of multiple
faults), which legitimizes the experimental results by reducing bias
and enhancing results generalization. For future works, we recommend the strict utilization of datasets that have real faults to meet
up with the software industry standard and further encourage the
use of fault localization techniques in the software industry.
Fault interference: Fault interference is no doubt an inevitable factor as it occurs when more than one fault exists in a software program
[2, 9, 27]. This phenomenon reduces fault localization techniques
inferencing due to fault-to-failure complexity [29]. With the utilization of method such as parallel debugging, this phenomenon has
been subsided with the aid of clustering algorithms for fault isolation. However, various studies indicated the lack of accuracy of these
algorithms in isolating faults [11, 63]. Perhaps, better clustering algorithms are needed to resolve this issue which will help reduce the
impact of fault interference and improve localization eﬀectiveness.
Impact of clustering algorithms for fault isolation in parallel debugging: On fault isolation, looking at the importance of clustering
algorithms in the isolation of multiple faults and the lack of accuracy
aﬀecting the existing algorithms utilized in the literature, exploring
machine learning algorithms might improve fault isolation accuracy
and enhance both eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency in the fault localization process in the research domain. Clustering algorithms are generally used when fault-focused clusters are to be generated, so as to
aid in accurately measuring the fault-to-failure complexity between
two failed test executions. In most of the existing studies, the key
challenges are how to select the initial set of fault-focused clusters,
the clustering algorithms to be used, and most importantly, the distance metrics to be used. However, most of the existing studies group
failed test cases based on their execution proﬁle similarity to generate the initial set of clusters. This approach is problematic because
faults can be triggered in diﬀerent ways. Some studies also estimate
the number of clusters based on the number of failed test cases. However, this is also questionable because there is no clear correlation
between the number of failed test cases and the number of faults in
a program. Because each fault-focused cluster is supposed to target a
single fault. Moreover, we observed that from the literature, distance
metrics such as Euclidian distance, Jaccard distance, and Hamming
distance have been used in the software fault localization research
domain. These metrics where claimed to be inappropriate to use by
Gao et al. [71] in measuring the due-to relationship between failed
test cases. However, a study by Gao et al. [71] proposed a more
advanced clustering method, with enhanced cluster estimation procedure and distance metrics. Hence, despite this, new and improved
mechanisms are needed that will help in a more eﬃcient and effective cluster estimation, in measuring the due-to relationships and
distance between failed test executions.
Diversity in the subject programs used and evaluation: Experiments on multilingual software programs are virtually nonexistence
with multiple faults with respect to our selected studies. Hence, in order to address the issues of multiple faults, multilingual software programs are vital due to the current complexity and diversity of software used in the software industry [17]. We further recommend the
use of statistical analysis to validate one’s work. Looking at Table 9,
only ﬁve studies (S10, S20, S26, S50, and S51) evaluate their work
using statistical analysis method such as WSR. Hence, the utilization
of such in evaluating one’s work can be an added advantage.
Challenges with MBA debugging appraoch: One of the key issue
with MBA debugging approach is that the fault localization pro-
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cess can span to multiple debugging iterations. Ideally, a developer
should be able to ﬁnd all the faults in a single debugging iteration.
However, when the fault search cap set by the developer is too low
and the developer was not able to ﬁnd all the faults in the ﬁrst debugging iteration, a developer has to ﬁnd and ﬁxed the remaining faults
in the subsequent iterations. This problem of multiple iterations in
MBA debugging approach aid in creating a scenario like OBA debugging approach, whereby localizing and ﬁxing of faults takes multiple
iterations to be achieved. Based on the existing studies, this problem
is not pervasive in MBA debugging approaches, but it is a concern
that needs to be tackle through new solutions so as to aid developers
in localizing all the faults in a single debugging iteration simultaneously.
Furthermore, other challenges in the literature such as fault introduced by missing code [10], fault localization on concurrency faults
program [84], ties within fault localization ranking [85], and coincidental correctness [86] needs to be tackled and addressed.
4.3. Threat to validity
In order to have a comprehensive analysis of the results acquired
from this review, the limitations of this review must be considered. The
major threats to this SLR study validity are the inaccuracy of data extraction, biases on study selection, imbalance of study distribution, and
biases on data synthesis. All these threats are discussed in this section.
4.3.1. Incompleteness of study search
In the quest of retrieving the studies, there may be relevant studies
that might not be retrieved, which may aﬀect the overall completeness
of the study search. To mitigate this threat and to ensure that all relevant and potential studies have been covered, we conducted a broad
search on ﬁve electronic databases where a large number of Journals,
Conference, Workshop, and Symposium proceedings in the software engineering ﬁeld are indexed. Furthermore, a manual collection of potential articles from a database such as Scopus was also included in the
initial phase. This will ensure that relevant studies are not excluded due
to the limitations of automatic search that can arise from diﬀerent and
vague search terms.
Moreover, the ﬁnal studies selected were backward and forward reference searched to ensure that relevant studies are included. Although
we took measures to improve the completeness of the study search, still
the study may suﬀer from selection bias. This is because other libraries
such as Citeceerx and EI Compendex were not considered.
4.3.2. Bias on study selection
To reduce bias by researchers with regards to the study selection process, a clear and well-deﬁned inclusion, and exclusion criteria were formulated. Diﬀerent researchers may have a distinct understanding of the
IC/EC criteria, therefore, the study selection results of each researcher
are likely to vary. In order to mitigate this bias, a pilot selection was performed to ensure that a consensus between the researchers is reached on
the understanding of the study selection criteria. The potential mishandling of duplications is another threat as well. This threat may have
slightly altered our results. Three cases of possible duplication were
identiﬁed and were rigorously examined to uncover whether they are
the same study.
Moreover, the ﬁnal decision to select a study is done by the two researchers who conducted the search process. Hence, any disagreement
that emerges between the two researchers will be resolved between
them through discussion until a concrete agreement is found. The remaining researchers will review the ﬁnal selected studies. In this SLR
study, only peer-reviewed studies were included. However, there is a
possibility that we might miss some important non-peer-reviewed study
on MFL.
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4.3.3. Imbalance of study distribution over publication sources
From Table 7 (distribution of studies with respect to their publication sources), 14.54% (8 out of 55) of the selected studies come from
Workshop and Symposium proceedings. These studies may carry the biases of the Workshop/Symposium organizers and committee members.
We did not tackle this kind of biases in this study, because there is no
eﬀective process to mitigate such biases. However, looking at Table 7,
we found out that 50.91% (28 out of 55) of the selected studies come
from Journals where most of which are highly ranked Journals such
as Journal of Systems and Software (with 9 studies), Information and
Software Technology (with 2 studies), Transactions on Software Engineering (with 2 studies) and so on. Hence, with a large number of the
selected studies published in these Journals, the biases are mitigated to
some extent.
4.3.4. Inaccuracy of data extraction
With regards to data extraction, bias may occur in this process which
may aﬀect the results classiﬁcation and analysis of the selected studies.
To mitigate this bias, the data items extracted in this systematic study
were discussed among researchers and agreement on the meaning of
each item was reached. Moreover, a pilot data extraction and selection
were conducted among the researchers and disagreements on the results
of the data were discussed and consensus was reached. Hence, the data
items extracted were checked by two researchers where disagreements
were discussed and resolved. With these measures taken to reduce bias,
the accuracy of the extracted data items is further improved.
4.3.5. Bias on data synthesis
From the selected studies, not all the studies clearly describe the details of information that is to be extracted as data items. As a result, some
information about data items had to be infer during the data synthesis.
For example, a study may use a debugging approach to localize multiple
faults without stating so or without giving much details to the readers
on how they use it. Therefore, the researchers make the ﬁnal conclusion
on which debugging approach used by a study based on the nature of
their experimental setup. Hence, potential ambiguities and bias can be
mitigated or reduced.
5. Conclusion
The importance of software in our daily life cannot be underestimated. Persistently, most of our daily life activities have been partially
automated (if not completely automated). Therefore, our dependency on
software systems is increasing rapidly. However, with all the advancement of software in recent years, faults are almost inevitable. Locating
these faults is diﬃcult and costly which is why we have seen various
fault localization techniques been proposed in the past two decades.
Most of the previous studies have made a single fault assumption when
a failure occurs. This assumption is problematic, as many faults can be
the underlining courses of these failure(s). Of recent, researchers have
competed in ﬁnding eﬀective ways to localize multiple faults eﬀectively
which results in the introduction and utilization of various debugging
approaches, techniques, clustering algorithms, and so on.
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In this paper, we systematically reviewed the available literature
on multiple fault localization (MFL). MFL is becoming one of the most
critical issues in the software fault localization (SFL) research domain.
Hence, signiﬁcant research work is necessary for this domain to ﬁll the
existing gap between research and industry. An evidence-based methodology was adopted where 2617 articles were retrieved from our initial
search. Based on our inclusion, exclusion, and quality criteria, 55 articles were ﬁnally selected for the study.
The result showed that an increasing amount of attention has been
given to MFL since 2014, with 50.91% of the selected studies appeared
in Journals, followed by Conferences, Symposium, and Workshops with
36.36%, 10.91%, and 1.82%, respectively. Also, the results from our
analysis and synthesis revealed that there are three prominent multiple faults debugging approaches which are One-bug-at-a-time (OBA)
debugging approach, parallel debugging approach, and multiple-faultat-a-time (MBA) debugging approach. We observed that the OBA debugging approach followed by parallel debugging approach was largely
been used for MFL research, with 72.73% and 20% of the selected studies utilizing them, respectively. Moreover, with respect to our quality
assessments in this study, there has been a steady increase in the quality
of papers on MFL from 2013. We further observed that programs from
the Siemens test suite were still the most used. However, the utilization
of Defect4j datasets in the MFL domain is on the rise in the last two
years. With respect to datasets programming languages, datasets written in C were the most utilized followed by Java with 60% and 18.18%
of the studies utilizing them, respectively. On fault types, we found out
that despite the obvious advantages of using real faults and the current
insistence by some veteran researchers to use it for program debugging
experiments, most studies used seeded faults (artiﬁcial faults). Hence,
with regards to evaluation metrics, the top three most utilized metrics
were Expense score (15), Exam score (15), and Wasted eﬀort (8), respectively.
In general, with the huge interest in MFL research from the research
community and the recent consistency in publication in the domain, we
expect more concrete solutions in the issue of multiple faults in years
to come. Furthermore, some of the research challenges identiﬁed and
some potential directions for future work were highlighted in detail in
Section 4.2. Therefore, researchers’ eﬀorts must concentrate on these
highlighted areas to eﬀectively tackle the underlying challenges and
propose workable solutions.
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